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Scope
The drivers shaping consumer behaviour
Megatrends framework
Businesses harness megatrends to renovate, innovate and disrupt
Digital living
Chatime appeals to Gen Z with Pokémon Go tie-in
Video gaming remains highly popular in Taiwan
Taiwanese consumers are wary of online privacy
Millennials are keenest to share data in return for personalised offers
Family and friends remain the most trusted source of information
Return to face-to-face activities expected post-pandemic
Experience more
Experience-booking platform FunNow will expand into new categories
Real world experiences are still the most cherished
Socialising has shifted online post-pandemic
Holidaymakers prioritise relaxation and outdoor activities
Millennials are the most eager to resume face-to-face activities
Middle class reset
Atome expands its BNPL offering through partnership with ETMall
Millennials are the biggest bargain-seekers
Repurposing continues to gain traction
Baby Boomers are turning to pre-owned items to save money
Premiumisation
% Arabica launches its premium coffee concept in Taiwan
Convenience is key for Taiwan’s busy consumers
Older consumers are confident in their investments
Health and nutritional properties are the most desirable feature in food and drink
Shifting market frontiers
Taiwan’s TiSpace continues its quest to bring space into the mainstream
International products are readily available in Taiwan
Gen X are the most supportive of local products and businesses
Shopping reinvented
Coupang caters to Taipei’s time-pressed consumers with ultra-fast grocery delivery service
M-commerce is still the least common way to shop across most categories
Taiwanese consumers have little online interaction with brands
Millennials are the most likely to engage in social commerce activities
Sustainable living
McDonald’s aims to reduce plastic waste with bring-your-own cup initiative
Taiwanese are more actively involved in politics/social issues than their global counterparts
Reducing food waste is the top environmental concern
Consumers are keen to make their voice heard
Biodegradable and recyclable packaging are seen as most sustainable
Wellness
Greece’s Korres launches its clean, natural, plant-based beauty brand in Taiwan
The vast majority of Millennials regularly take health supplements
Massage is the most common way to relieve stress
Millennials have embraced health tech
Consumers remain cautious about health and safety post-pandemic
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spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/megatrends-in-taiwan/report.


